In an earlier paperf it has been shown that if T(A) -B is a light interior transformation, that is, a continuous transformation mapping open sets into open sets and mapping no continuum into a single point, and if A is compact, then for every simple arc pq in B and any poeT~l(p) there exists a simple arc poqo in A which maps topologically onto pq under T.
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In an earlier paperf it has been shown that if T(A) -B is a light interior transformation, that is, a continuous transformation mapping open sets into open sets and mapping no continuum into a single point, and if A is compact, then for every simple arc pq in B and any poeT~l(p) there exists a simple arc poqo in A which maps topologically onto pq under T.
In this paper the following extension to arbitrary dendrites (that is, locally connected continua containing no simple closed curves.) in B will be made. But, since L is necessarily connected and T~x{p) is totally disconnected, L must reduce to a single point q.tT~l(p). Hence T~1(p)-K = q, and our theorem is established.
That a similar conclusion cannot be obtained, if we permit D to contain simple closed curves, is readily seen, since it fails to hold even in the simple transformation w = z 2 of the circle | z \ = 1 into the circle \w\ = 1. Still more striking, however, is the following:
EXAMPLE. There exist two connected graphs A and B and an interior transformation T(A)=B, where A contains no subset homeomorphic with B.
Let J = aib 1 fiCia 2 b2f2C2 be a simple closed curve in a plane, where the points fli, &i, • • • are cyclically ordered on J as indicated. Let aidif2 and faeiCi be disjoint arcs lying within / except for their end points, and let dtfi be an arc within J having only its end points in common with a\d\J2-\-b\e\C\. Similarly, let/i^2^2 and 62^2^2 be disjoint arcs lying, except for their end points, without J, and let ^2 be an arc without / having just its end points in common with fid 2 a2+62^2^2. We now construct a graph B in 3-space as follows: Let 0 be a 0-curve bac+bec+bfc in a plane 7r. Let d be a point not in 7r, and let da, de, and df be arcs having just d in common and having just a, e, and/, respectively, in common with 0.
If we now let B = B + da + de + df
then B is a graph of nine edges as here indicated. Now let T(A)=B be the transformation which maps #i&i, #262 topologically into ab, bifi, and £2/2 topologically into bf, and so on. In general T maps any edge Xijj of A topologically, preserving end points, into the edge xy of B. Then T is an interior transformation. In fact T is a local homeomorphism which is 2 to 1.
Since A is a planar graph, whereas B is non-planar (B is, in fact, one of the two well known Kuratowski primitive skew curves), clearly A contains no subset homeomorphic with B. Incidentally this example shows that planarity is not an interior property (that is, it is not invariant under interior transformations). For many purposes it is convenient to consider a diabolic magic * Presented to the Society, December 30, 1937.
